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Ancient Mesopotamia Portrait Of A Dead Civilization
Revised Edition
Two abundantly illustrated volumes offer a vibrant discussion of how the divine is and
has been represented in art and architecture the world over. • 200 illustrations,
including floor plans of churches, synagogues, and temples bring the discussions of art
and architecture to life • An extensive bibliography enables further research
Innovative study of the early state and urban societies in Mesopotamia, c. 5000 to 2100
BC.
Neo-Assyrian and Greek Divination in War is about practices which enabled humans
contact the divine. These relations, especially in difficult times of military conflict, could
be crucial in deciding the fate of individuals, cities, dynasties or even empires.
Hans J. Nissen here provides a much-needed overview of 7000 years of development
in the ancient Near East from the beginning of settled life to the formation of the first
regional states. His approach to the study of Mesopotamian civilization differs markedly
from conventional orientations, which impose a sharp division between prehistoric and
historic, literate, periods. Nissen argues that this approach is too rigid to explain the
actual development of that civilization. He deemphasizes the invention of writing as a
turning point, viewing it as simply one more phase in the evolution of social complexity
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and as the result of specific social, economic, and political factors. With a unique
combination of material culture analysis written data, Nissan traces the emergence of
the earliest isolated settlements, the growth of a network of towns, the emergence of
city states, and finally the appearance of territorial states. From his synthesis of the
prehistoric and literate periods comes a unified picture of the development of
Mesopotamian economy, society, and culture. Lavishly illustrated, The Early History of
the Ancient Near East, 9000-2000 B.C. is an authoritative work by one of the most
insightful observers of the evolution and character of Mesopotamian civilization.
Ancient kings who did not honor the gods overlooked an indispensable means for ruling
effectively in their communities. In many traditional societies royal authority was
regarded as a divine gift bestowed according to the quality of the relationship of the
king both to God or the gods and to the people. The tension and the harmony within
these human and divine relationships demanded that the king repeatedly strive to
integrate the community's piety with his political strategies. This fascinating study
explores the relationship between religion and royal authority in three of history's most
influential civilizations: Homeric Greece, biblical Israel, and Old Babylonian
Mesopotamia. Dale Launderville identifies similar, contrasting, and analogous ways that
piety functioned in these distinct cultures to legitimate the rule of particular kings and
promote community well-being. Key to this religiopolitical dynamic was the use of royal
rhetoric, which necessarily took the form of political theology. By examining a host of
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ancient texts and drawing on the insights of philosophers, poets, historians,
anthropologists, social theorists, and theologians, Launderville shows how kings
increased their status the more they demonstrated through their speech and actions
that they ruled on behalf of God or the gods. Launderville's work also sheds light on a
number of perennial questions about ancient political life. How could the people call the
king to account? Did the people forfeit too much of their freedom and initiative by giving
obedience to a king who symbolized their unity as a community? How did the religious
traditions serve as a check on the king's power and keep alive the voice of the people?
This study in comparative political theology elucidates these engaging concerns from
multiple perspectives, making Piety and Politics of interest to readers in fields ranging
from biblical studies and theology to ancient history and political science.
A day in the life of the average Mesopotamian was quite a bit different from the daily
lives of most of us today. Readers will enjoy this engrossing volume as it guides them
through the everyday lives of ancient Mesopotamians. They will learn about the
overreaching class structure as well as the organization of the homes. The informative
text informs readers about everything from the clothes they wore, to the jewelry they
adorned themselves with, and to the ways they wore their hair. Readers can expect an
enjoyable read that provides them with much insight into these ancient lives.
This volume evaluates the theories, methods, approaches and history of Mesopotamian
archaeology from its origins in the 19th century up to the end of the 20th century.
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Ancient civilisations exercise an intense fascination for people the world over. This Handbook
provides a vivid, scholarly, and eminently readable account of ancient cultures around the
world, from China to India, the Middle East, Egypt, Europe, and the Americas. It examines the
development of religious belief from the time of the Palaeolithic cave paintings to the Aztecs
and Incas. Covering the whole of society not just the elite, the Handbook outlines the history of
the different societies so that their religion and culture can be understood in context. Each
chapter includes discussion of the broad field of relevant studies alerting the reader to wider
debates on each subject. An international team of scholars convey their own deep enthusiasm
for their subject and provide a unique study of both popular and 'official' religion in the ancient
world.
List of members in each volume.
The only critical guide to the theory and method of Mesopotamian archaeology, this innovative
volume evaluates the theories, methods, approaches and history of Mesopotamian
archaeology from its origins in the nineteenth century up to the present day. Ancient
Mesopotamia (modern Iraq), was the original site of many of the major developments in human
history, such as farming, the rise of urban literate societies and the first great empires of
Akkad, Babylonia and Assyria. Dr. Matthews places the discipline within its historical and social
context, and explains how archaeologists conduct their research through excavation, survey
and other methods. In four fundamental chapters, he uses illustrated case-studies to show how
archaeologists have approached central themes such as: * the shift from hunting to farming *
complex societies * empires and imperialism * everyday life. This will be both an ideal
introductory work and useful as background reading on a wide range of courses.
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This ambitious book probes our biological past to discover the kinds of lives that human beings
have imagined were worth living. Bellah’s theory goes deep into cultural and genetic evolution
to identify a range of capacities (communal dancing, storytelling, theorizing) whose emergence
made religious development possible in the first millennium BCE.
Investing—the commitment of resources to achieve a return—affects individuals, families,
companies, and nations, and has done so throughout history. Yet until the sixteenth century,
investing was a privilege of only the elite classes. The story behind the democratization of
investing is bound up with some of history's most epic events. It is also a tale rich with lessons
for professional and everyday investors who hope to make wiser choices. This entertaining
history doubles as a sophisticated account of the opportunities and challenges facing the
modern investor. It follows the rise of funded retirement; the evolution of investment vehicles
and techniques; investment misdeeds and regulatory reform; government economic policy; the
development of investment theory; and the emergence of new investment structures. Norton
Reamer and Jesse Downing map these trends and profile the battle between low cost index
and exchange-traded funds, on the one hand, and the higher-fee hedge funds and private
equity, on the other. By helping us understand this history and its legacy of risk, Reamer and
Downing hope to better educate readers about the individual and societal impact of investing
and ultimately level the playing field.
The Comparable Body explores how analogy and metaphor illuminate and shape conceptions
about the human body and disease, through 11 case studies from ancient Mesopotamian,
Egyptian, and Greco-Roman medicine.
"This splendid work of scholarship . . . sums up with economy and power all that the written
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record so far deciphered has to tell about the ancient and complementary civilizations of
Babylon and Assyria."—Edward B. Garside, New York Times Book Review Ancient
Mesopotamia—the area now called Iraq—has received less attention than ancient Egypt and
other long-extinct and more spectacular civilizations. But numerous small clay tablets buried in
the desert soil for thousands of years make it possible for us to know more about the people of
ancient Mesopotamia than any other land in the early Near East. Professor Oppenheim, who
studied these tablets for more than thirty years, used his intimate knowledge of long-dead
languages to put together a distinctively personal picture of the Mesopotamians of some three
thousand years ago. Following Oppenheim's death, Erica Reiner used the author's outline to
complete the revisions he had begun. "To any serious student of Mesopotamian civilization,
this is one of the most valuable books ever written."—Leonard Cottrell, Book Week "Leo
Oppenheim has made a bold, brave, pioneering attempt to present a synthesis of the vast
mass of philological and archaeological data that have accumulated over the past hundred
years in the field of Assyriological research."—Samuel Noah Kramer, Archaeology A. Leo
Oppenheim, one of the most distinguished Assyriologists of our time, was editor in charge of
the Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental Institute and John A. Wilson Professor of Oriental
Studies at the University of Chicago.

Examines cooking as an integral part of Acient civilizations.
This book investigates the founding and building of cities in the ancient Near
East. The creation of new cities was imagined as an ideological project or a
divine intervention in the political narratives and mythologies of Near Eastern
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cultures, often masking the complex processes behind the social production of
urban space. During the Early Iron Age (c.1200–850 BCE), Assyrian and SyroHittite rulers developed a highly performative official discourse that revolved
around constructing cities, cultivating landscapes, building watercourses, erecting
monuments and initiating public festivals. This volume combs through
archaeological, epigraphic, visual, architectural and environmental evidence to
tell the story of a region from the perspective of its spatial practices, landscape
history and architectural technologies. It argues that the cultural processes of the
making of urban spaces shape collective memory and identity as well as sites of
political performance and state spectacle.
Two theses are presented in this book. First, that there is an overarching School
of Thought in Mesopotamia, consistent in its basic tenets, from ancient times to
the late middle ages, and that this Mesopotamian School is fundamentally
realistic as opposed to idealistic. Second, that the Christology of Theodore of
Mopsuestia, as read as an expression of this School, is orthodox by the
Chalcedonian standard. Included in the Appendices are complete translations of
Mar Narsai's 16th and 35th Metrical Sermons, on human nature and the Trinity,
respectively, as well as of his Dialogue Between the Watcher & Mary.
In her book, the author offers readers a compact guide to the religion of the
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peoples living in the region of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers from the beginning
of the Bronze Age to the time of Alexander the Great and Darius III. Drawing on
extant texts, artifacts, and architecture, Schneider uncovers both an intriguing
pantheon of deities -- including Marduk, Ishtar, and many others -- and the
complex, fluid, and highly ritualized religious experience of the people who spent
their lives serving and appeasing them.
Modern-day archaeological discoveries in the Near East continue to illuminate
man's understanding of the ancient world. This illustrated handbook describes
the culture, history, and people of Mesopotamia, as well as their struggle for
survival and happiness.
The first general introduction to Mesopotamia that covers all four of the area's
major ancient civilizations—Sumer, Akkad, Assyria, and Babylonia. * Original
materials and documents, including quotations from the world's first written
literature * Detailed chronology of the kings of major Mesopotamian states,
including neighboring Elam, with summaries of the major periods of prehistoric
and historical development
Want to speak Hittite? Hold out a glass and ask for &“wa-tar.&” This unique
activity book for children ages nine and up shows what life was like among the
Nubians, Mesopotamians, Hittites, and their neighbors the Egyptians from around
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3100 B.C., when Upper and Lower Egypt became one kingdom, to the death of
Queen Cleopatra under the Romans, in 30 B.C. Projects such as building a
Nubian irrigation machine, creating a Mesopotamian cylinder seal out of clay,
making kilts like those worn by Egyptian boys and men, and writing in Hittite
cuneiform help young readers to connect with these ancient cultures and see
how profoundly they have influenced our own.
The ancient world of Mesopotamia (from Sumer to the subsequent division into Babylonia and
Assyria) vividly comes alive in this portrayal of the time period from 3100 bce to the fall of
Assyria (612 bce) and Babylon (539 bce). Students, teachers, and interested readers will
discover fascinating details about the lives of these people taken from the ancients' own
quotations and descriptions. These detailed anecdotes from the people themselves easily
convey factual material. A wealth of information is provided on such varied topics as:
education; literature; mathematics and science; city vs. country life; family life; and religion, as
well as many other subjects.
The sacred consciousness that prevailed in antiquity is the key to unlocking our future • Shows
how scientific consciousness, which gives primacy to the sense of sight, estranged us from the
participatory spiritual consciousness of antiquity • Explores the vital importance of the
imagination in reconnecting us to the spirit world The Future of the Ancient World sheds new
light on the evolution of consciousness from antiquity to modern times. The twelve essays in
this book examine developments in human consciousness over the past five thousand years
that most history books do not touch. In ancient times, human beings were finely attuned to the
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invisible world of the gods, spirits, and ancestors. Today, by contrast, our modern scientific
consciousness regards what is physically imperceptible as unreal. Our experience of the
natural world has shifted from an awareness of the divine presence animating all things to the
mere scientific analyses of physical attributes, a deadened mode of awareness that relies on
our ability to believe only in what we can see. In these richly illustrated and wide-ranging
essays that span the cultures of ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, Greece, Rome, and the early
Christian period, Jeremy Naydler shows how the consciousness that prevailed in ancient times
may inspire us toward a future in which we once again reconnect with invisible realms. If the
history of consciousness bears witness to the loss of visionary and participatory awareness, it
also shows a new possibility--the possibility of developing a free and objective relationship to
the spirit world. Naydler urges us not only to draw inspiration from the wisdom of the ancients
but to carry this wisdom forward into the future in a renewed relationship to the spiritual that is
based on human freedom and responsibility.
Volume XVIII "W-Z" (W- Zwono). COMPARATIVE ENCYCLOPEDIC DICTIONARY OF
MESOPOTAMIAN VOCABULARY, DEAD AND ANCIENT LANGUAGES. Lexicon and
Thesaurus of 15 Languages and Dialects of the Ancient. From a set of 18 volumes Akkadian.
Arabic. Aramaic. Assyrian. Babylonian . Canaanite. Chaldean. Farsi (Persian). Hebrew.
Phoenician. Sumerian. Syriac. Turkish. Ugaritic. Urdu. Published by Times Square Press, New
York and Berlin. Written by the world's most prolific linguist, who authored 14 dictionaries of
dead languages & ancient languages known to mankind.
The ancient Mesopotamians have been a subject of fascination through the ages. This title will
guide the eager reader through the cultural lives of the Mesopotamians. Readers will also get
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an overview of what their own education would have been like in Mesopotamian times. Ample
color photographs provide context for the lives of these ancient peoples. Lively text teaches
readers about the innovations in astronomy, mathematics, and literature, as well as music,
dance, and more. This book will show readers how in some ways their own modern society
might not be all that far removed from one so many centuries ago.
Presents an introduction to the ancient civilizations of Mesopotamia, from the earliest rise of
the Sumerians to the seventh century C.E. Sasanian period, discussing the history,
government, literature, religion, art, and architecture of each era.
Andrei A. Orlov examines the tradition about the seventh antediluvian patriarch Enoch, tracing
its development from its roots in the Mesopotamian lore to the Second Temple apocalyptic
texts and later rabbinic and Hekhalot materials where Enoch is often identified as the supreme
angel Metatron. The first part of the book explores the imagery of the celestial roles and titles
of the seventh antediluvian hero in Mesopotamian, Enochic and Hekhalot materials. The
analysis of the celestial roles and titles shows that the transition from the figure of patriarch
Enoch to the figure of angel Metatron occurred already in the Second Temple Enochic
materials, namely, in 2 (Slavonic) Enoch, a Jewish work, traditionally dated to the first century
CE. The second part of the book demonstrates that mediatorial polemics with the traditions of
the exalted patriarchs and prophets played an important role in facilitating the transition from
Enoch to Metatron in the Second Temple period.
From the subjects of adoption to Zoroastrianism, this encyclopedia treats readers to numerous
entries on the life and times of ancient Mesopotamia. Readers will learn important terms, read
biographies of central figures, and analyze brief narratives of pivotal events that transformed
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Mesopotamia.

The Greek name Mesopotamia means 'land between the rivers.' The Romans
used this term for an area that they controlled only briefly (between 115 and 117
A.D.): the land between the Euphrates and Tigris rivers, from the south Anatolian
mountains ranges to the Persian Gulf. It comprises the civilizations of Sumer and
Akkad (third millennium B.C.) as well as the later Babylonian and Assyrian
empires of the second and first millennium. Although the 'history' of Mesopotamia
in the strict sense of the term only begins with the inscriptions of Sumerian rulers
around the 27th century B.C., the foundations for Mesopotamian civilization,
especially the beginnings of irrigation and the emergence of large permanent
settlements, were laid much earlier, in the fifth and fourth millennium. The second
edition of the Historical Dictionary of Mesopotamia defines concepts, customs,
and notions peculiar to the civilization of ancient Mesopotamia, from adult
adoption to ziggurats. This is accomplished through a chronology, an introductory
essay, a bibliography, appendixes, and hundreds of cross-reference dictionary
entries on religion, economy, society, geography, and important kings and rulers.
Urban history starts in ancient Mesopotamia. In this volume Marc Van De
Mieroop examines the evolution of the very earliest cities which, for millennia,
inspired the rest of the ancient world. The city determined every aspect of
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Mesopotamian civilization, and the political and social structure, economy,
literature, and arts of Mesopotamian culture cannot be understood without
acknowledging their urban background. - ;Urban history starts in ancient
Mesopotamia: the earliest known cities developed there as the result of long
indigenous processes, and, for millennia, the city determined every aspect of
Mesopotamian civilization. Marc Van De Mieroop examines urban life in the
historical period, investigating urban topography, the role of cities as centres of
culture, their political and social structures, economy, literature, and the arts. He
draws on material from the entirety of Mesopotamian history, from c. 3000 to 300
BC, and from both Babylonia and Assyria, arguing that the Mesopotamian city
can be regarded as a prototype that inspired the rest of the ancient world and
shared characteristics with the European cities of antiquity. Discusses the people, land, culture, religion, and legacy of ancient Mesopotamia,
which is now known as the country of Iraq.
???????????????20???????(??????)??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Explore an insightful account of the reception of Mesopotamia in modern cinema
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In Reception of Mesopotamia on Film, Dr. Maria de Fátima Rosa explores how
the Ancient Mesopotamian civilization was portrayed by the movie industry,
especially in America and Italy, and how it was used to convey analogies
between ancient and contemporary cultural and moral contexts. Spanning a
period that stretches from the beginning of the 20th century to the present day,
the book explores how the Assyrian and Babylonian elites, particularly kings,
queens, and priestesses, were perceived and represented on screen by
filmmakers. A focus on the role played by Ancient Near Eastern women and on
the polytheistic religion practiced in the land between the rivers will be provided.
This book also offers an insightful interpretation of the bias message that most of
these films portray and how the Mesopotamian past and Antiquity brought to light
and stimulated the debate on emerging 20th century political and social issues.
The book also offers: A thorough introduction to the Old Testament paradigm and
the romanticism of classical authors A comprehensive exploration of the literary
reception of the Mesopotamian legacy and its staging Practical discussions of the
rediscovery, appropriation, and visual reproduction of Assyria and Babylonia Indepth examinations of cinematic genres and cinematographic contexts Perfect
for students of the history of antiquity and cinematographic history, Reception of
Mesopotamia on Film is also an invaluable resource for anyone with an interest
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in reception studies.
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